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 The Collège nordique francophone (CNF) is a young, 

independent, educational institution set up to offer French-

language post-secondary and continuing education courses. 

Located in the Northwest Territories (NWT), the CNF was 

established under the Business Corporations Act of the NWT 

and came into being on November 25, 2011. It should be 

noted that the institution is looking forward to being 

accredited in accordance with the Education Act of the NWT. 

 The CNF receives its basic funding from the 

Department of Education, Culture and Employment of the 

NWT and from Canadian Heritage. As a partner of the 

Consortium national de formation en santé, the CNF also 

receives funding from that source to manage some of the 

consortium's "regional projects" initiatives in the NWT. 

 

Excellence 

Continuously promote excellence by offering high-quality educational programs and services. 
 

Integrity 
 
Act fairly and honestly by adhering to the highest ethical standards. 
 

 
 The French Fact  

Promote the knowledge of French as a desirable skill and an undeniable social, cultural and economic asset. 
 
 
Engagement and Cooperation 

Demonstrate responsible, collaborative leadership in the community, thus furthering the success of our students and the vitality of the French fact. 
 

Creativity and Innovation 

Create an organization that is open to the world and generates new ideas, with a view to continuously improving the scope of its action and its results. 

 

VALUES 

BACKGROUND 

The Collège nordique francophone is an essential ally of the community and is open to the world, 

promoting the assets of northern and francophone communities while furthering quality 

education and training for the leaders of tomorrow. 

 

Francophones and anyone interested in the French fact in the Northwest Territories. 

The Collège nordique francophone is an educational institution that offers relevant and accessible 

post-secondary and continuing education programs to meet the needs of the community. 

TARGET MARKET 

VISION 

MISSION 



 

 

 

Goal 1: The CNF offers post-secondary education programs accredited by the Department of Education, Culture and Employment of the Northwest Territories. 
 

Specific objectives: 

1.1  The institution is accredited by the Department of Education, Culture and Employment of the Northwest Territories; 
 
1.2  The institution offers post-secondary (college and university level)  programs in French through various partnerships; 
 
1.3  The institution develops and offers French-language post-secondary programs based on northern realities. 
 

 

Goal 2: The CNF offers continuing education programs that meet the needs and challenges of the labour market in the  
Northwest Territories. 
 

Specific objectives: 

1.4  The institution continues to develop its offering of language training programs in the NWT; 
 
1.5  The institution develops an offering of literacy and skills development courses. 

PRIORITY I - EDUCATION PLAN 



PRIORITY III - COMMUNICATION 

Goal 4: The CNF and its education and training activities are known to the public. 

Specific objectives: 

3.1  The CNF equips itself with communication tools to ensure its position in the NWT  and other parts of Canada; 

3.2  The CNF becomes a recognized ally of the community, and of organizations, employers and government authorities in the NWT; 

3.3  The CNF makes itself known across Canada. 

 

 

 

Goal 3: The CNF's organizational capabilities for governance are constantly being improved, thus optimizing its development. 

Specific objectives: 

2.1  The CNF has an engaged and competent board of directors; 

2.2  The board of directors of the CNF provides sound management focused on sustainability of the organization. 

PRIORITY II - STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE OF THE CNF 



 

 

 

 

Goal 5: The CNF's organizational capabilities for effective management are constantly being improved, thus optimizing its development. 

Specific objectives:  

4.1  The CNF equips itself with effective administration and management tools; 

4.2  Hire and provide professional development opportunities for the personnel required for development of the CNF. Professionalism; 

4.3  The CNF establishes a guidance and support structure for its students, to optimize their learning experience at the CNF and their academic achievement; 

4.4  The CNF diversifies its sources of revenue to enable it to continue improving the quality of the services it offers; 

4.5  The CNF equips itself with the planning tools necessary for its development and sustainability. 

 

 

 

 

PRIORITY IV - ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 


